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5G and the New Services
• Lots of pizzazz and hype!
• This is not really about 5G
• It’s about new services on the Internet
• 5G just makes them more broadly available

• New services will always come along
• Beware of using them as justification for technology
• Look for the real services and applications

• Each service places special demands on the network
• These are advanced services
• They need advanced behaviours by the network

New Services Need New Network Behaviours
• Most of the new applications demand some improvement in networking
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greater bandwidth (throughput)
Lower delay (less latency)
Less variation in delivery time (reduced jitter)
More independence (less impacted by other traffic)
Better reliability (less packet loss / corruption)
Better resiliency (less affected by network failures)

• This is not a new list!
• Amounts to
• Predictability and reliability
• High quality

What applications? What do they need?
• Multi-player VR or AR gaming

• Moderate bandwidth, low jitter, ultra-low latency

• Holographic telepresence

• High bandwidth, moderate jitter, moderate latency

• Haptic interactions

• Moderate bandwidth, low jitter, low latency

• Remote surgery

• Moderate bandwidth, ultra-low jitter, ultra-low latency, high resilience

• Connected vehicle automation

• Low bandwidth, low jitter, low latency, high resilience

• Manufacturing

• Low bandwidth, moderate latency, high resilience

• Crowd-sourced video events
• Very high bandwidth

• Digital trading

• Low jitter, ultra-low latency, high resilience

What do we know?
• “Ye cannae change the laws of physics”
• But seriously, you can’t
• Yes, we’re squeezing a little more out of hollow fibres
• No, the speed of light is a limiting factor

• Thus, round-trip latency is governed by distance
• People talk about <1ms round trip times for some applications
• That’s 93 miles each way
• Assuming no processing, routing, buffering

• That has many implications for how we architect our networks

How should we architect for new services?
• Processing is moving to the edge
• Bandwidth is increasing
• Private connectivity networks link remote data centres
• The Internet is, once again, a network of networks
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• This doesn’t help you if you want low latency across the world
•
•
•
•

Battlefield surgery conducted from the home nation
Multi-player inter-continental games
High-speed market trading
Sensitive haptic interactions

Internet

What do we know about IP networks?
• IP was designed with specific design goals

• It is a simple encapsulation for end-to-end delivery

• The IP (routing) network also had simple-to-state goals
• Connectionless network (no state in the network)
• Recovery from network faults
• Best-effort delivery

• Everything else happens in other layers

• Lower layers may be made reliable and may include TE
• Higher layers may include retransmission, security, prioritisation

• Thus, IP is not:
• Predictable
• Dependable
• High-quality

Increasing our share of bandwidth – Step 1
• Just increase the available bandwidth
• For many operators, this is the solution to many problems
• Increases in “transmission speeds” are achievable
• Now seeing 800Gbps – but this is capacity, not latency
• Hollow fibre discussions

• Is it cost-effective?
• New fibre is expensive
• New hardware costs
• Shannon says we can’t
do this forever

Increasing our share of bandwidth – Step 2
• Flexible sharing of network resources

• Multiplexing is now available in most transmission technologies
• Flexi-grid optics, TDM
• Statistical packet multiplexing

• This does not make more bandwidth available

• But it does allow consumers to be dynamically assigned resources

• Not all resources are equal

• Ownership of physical resources is easy
• Ownership of statistically shared resources is complicated
• Central computation and accounting
• Distributed reservation
• Policing and admission control

• Reliance on protocols

• Routing to gather information
• Signalling to install reservations and forwarding instructions
• Management to install reservations, classification instructions, and forwarding

Bandwidth in an IP network
• The ability to receive, process, and transmit packets
• In the uncongested state a received packet can be forwarded at once
• But what if two incoming packets need to exit on the same interface?
• It’s all buffers and queues
• We can run out of buffers and queues can become full

• Prioritisation is
• Allocating scarce buffers to preferred traffic
• Deciding which queue to service next

• Some hardware has very limited granularity of queues
• This means that differentiated scheduling of packets is hard

Making IP reliable
• What does reliable mean?
•
•
•
•

Low level of packet loss or corruption
Resilience against network outages
What about congestion?
Reliable is not the same as over-engineered!

• At what layer should we fix this?

• Lower layers underpin the Internet

• Ethernet, MPLS, OTN
• These all have a variety of protection capabilities
• They may cost more, but they are faster to respond

• But they don’t provide end-to-end IP reliability

• Solutions in the transport layer look at how to provide predictability over IP
• Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)

• As old as the hills (1986) and widely used (e.g. VoIP and WebRTC)
• Helps handle jitter, packet loss, out-of-order delivery

• Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP)

• Experimental (2013) moved to standards track (2020)
• Inverse multiplexing to maximise use of bandwidth and improve throughput

• QUIC

• Google proprietary (2012) brought to the IETF
• Already widely deployed
• Multiplexed connections and somewhat reduced latency

Reliability techniques in IP routing
• IP routing is designed to “route around failure”

• Faults are detected and propagated into the routing table
• Normal routing picks the best available (shortest) path
• Convergence times can result in short-lived blackholes and loops

• Rapid repair is highly desirable

• Get packets flowing on some path before converging on the best path
• Fast Reroute (FRR)
• Various approaches to computing alternate paths in case of local failure

• Protection switching is a very fast recovery technique

• Borrowed from lower layer technologies
• Two copies of data are sent on different paths
• Requires some form of “traffic steering” to keep the flows distinct

• Traffic steering can also be used to prefer specific paths
• Multiple uses

• Avoid congested nodes/links
• Pick high-performance links for preferred flows
• Avoid planned maintenance

• It’s hard to do in a regular IP network

• We only have the one metric to manipulate

Improving quality of delivery
• The solution to quality is often simply bandwidth
• Quality is impacted by congestion which is hard to predict
• Solutions include
• Differentiated Services (Diffserv)

• Somewhat used, but not substantially
• Colour packets for different services
• Allows prioritised queuing and different treatments at transit routers

• Integrated Services (Intserv)

• Fine-grain description of traffic flows
• Prioritisation of traffic and reservation of network resources in conjunction with a protocol
such as RSVP
• Too complex and requires end-to-end support in the network

• Congestion detection and backoff

• Throttle traffic generation in the face of observed congestion
• Somewhat susceptible to the Prisoner’s Dilemma and the Tragedy of the Commons

• Early Congestion Notification

• Improve notification of imminent congestion

Telemetry
• Before we can pick a preferred link or path we have to know its state
• Configured characteristics are a good start
• But state changes
• Congestion
• Partial faults (signal degrade)

• Not all characteristics are known a priori
• Latency

• Telemetry is about measuring and reporting the state of the network
• Per link, per node, and per composite path
• Reporting to “places that can do something about it”
• Weighted decision-making in SPF routing
• Use of traffic steering is the best way to take advantage
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What about security?
• I think security is a red herring (in this context)
• Applications are responsible for their own security
• All manner of end-to-end security techniques exist
• QUIC and TLS give applications a lot of what they need
• IPsec for those who want it

• Service providers are responsible for the security of the services
• For example, running as HTTPS

• Buying a “secure connection” implies a raised level of trust
• Simply put, no one trusts their service provider that much

What can the application do to help?
• Compression techniques (such as CODECs)
•
•
•
•

Huge advances in recent years
Significantly reduce the bandwidth needed
May add some security
Widely available and no excuse not to use them (except CPU)

• Use of appropriate transport protocols

• Use of RTP to mitigate loss and jitter
• Use of QUIC for multiple streams to mitigate loss and congestion

• Buffering

• Buffering on receipt can significantly improve user experience by smoothing jitter

• Congestion and bandwidth awareness

• Regulating traffic based on monitoring network behaviour leads to a trade-off
• Lower overall quality, but no major interruptions

Can we solve all the problems already?
• Combination of many things
•
•
•
•
•
•

More bandwidth
Better network architecture
Protocols that run over IP
Existing IP and routing tools
Central planning
Better application design

• For many cases we have to rely on these tools
• When distances are large, we cannot reduce latency

• Do we know that we can’t address future application needs?
• It feels like maybe we can’t, but has the research been done?

What else might we do in IP routing?
• Increased pressure to make IP behave in known ways
• Guarantee the quality of service

• Tends to drive some form of connection-oriented approach
• RSVP placed state in the routers (not talking about MPLS)
• Segment Routing places state in the packets and the management station

• Today’s discussions are about
• Modifications to existing protocols
• Whole new routing, signalling, and encapsulation paradigms

• Some assumptions are still being made
•
•
•
•

“Sufficient” network resources are available
Traffic never swamps the network
Central management can predict how to distribute traffic
All routers are aware of routing and forwarding schemes

New tools under development (1 of 3)
• Niche routing protocols
Target specific purposes in well-defined environments
• BIER – Bit-indexed explicit replication
• A new approach to multicast

• RIFT – Routing in fat trees

• A protocol for CLOS and fat tree networks in data centres

• BABEL

• A distance vector routing protocol for use in home and wireless networks

• LISP – Locator/identifier separation protocol

• Reduce the core routing table and enable large-scale VPNs

• Provisioning automation
Enabling software-driven and error-free rapid configuration
• Netconf/Restconf with YANG

• A million YANG models
• Various architectures for top-to-bottom work flows

• ANIMA – Autonomic networking integrated model and approach

• Architecture and control plane to enable boot-strapping and configuration for a network that configures, heals,
optimizes and protects itself

New tools under development (2 of 3)
• Routing Security

• Continues to be a neglected aspect of Internet routing
• Particularly interesting for inter-domain routing
• Research in MANRS

• Telemetry

• iOAM – In-situ operations, administration, and management

• Allows OAM and telemetry data to be captured in packets as they flow through the network

• Postcard telemetry

• Regular packets flowing in the network instruct routers to send telemetry info to a server

• iFIT – In-situ flow information telemetry

• An architecture and framework for the functional processing components of a telemetry system

• Collecting information

• Simple extensions to the IGPs (and BGP-LS) to report on additional link properties
• Principal interest is latency

• Extension to RSVP-TE to collect end-to-end and hop-by-hop path metrics

New tools under development (3 of 3)
• Segment Routing

• Hybrid centralized Traffic Engineering mechanism for MPLS and IPv6
• Brings “partial TE” to IP networks

• Packets carry a list of hops (segments) to visit
• Source-based routing with loose hops

• Segments can represent interfaces/links, nodes, tunnels, routing policies
• In “Network Programming” segments can represent network functions

• Network Slicing and Enhanced VPNs

• Partitioning of network resources to deliver reliable/predictable network services
• Construction of “virtual networks” subject to advanced SLAs
• Connectivity matrix, connectivity paradigms, bandwidth, latency, jitter commitments

• “Network slice as a service” requires YANG models at a service interface
• Compare with L2VPN and L3VPN service models

• Network slice realization will require many protocol extensions

Future plans?
• Application-aware Networking (APN)
•
•
•
•

A bit of a misnomer
Applications state the quality of service they want
Packets are marked accordingly
Network programmed to handle packets differently
• Different queuing and prioritisation
• Different paths/routes

• “Diffserv on steroids”
• See also “Network Tokens”

• Hierarchical addressing
• The global address table keeps on growing
• There are delays in network activities caused by look-ups (e.g., DNS)
• It is impossible to know where someone is from their IP address
… next slide

Hierarchical addressing
• Functional decomposition

• Part of an address has a non-routing meaning
• Identifies a function or content

• First part of the address (say 64 bits) used for routing as today
• Remainder of address identifies action to be taken
• Hand off to VPN VRF
• Pass packet through a Network Service Function
• etc

• See also, Network Programming as a concept in Segment Routing

• Geographical partitioning of address space
•
•
•
•

Addresses are structured like NSAPs or telephone numbers
Allows simple (simplistic?) routing with small address tables
Enables billing and political control modelling the telephone system
Does not fit with how today’s routing and addressing schemes work
• Migration might be a challenge

Service routing and semantic routing
• DNS latency has a major impact on page load time (PLT)
• Figures suggest [1]

• At 90th percentile DNS latency > 1s, more than 90% of PLT
• With DNS cache and looking at median, DNS latency is 13% of PLT

• Prompts the question: “How can we avoid DNS lookup?”

• Using a routable Service ID hashed from target domain/service name

• First packet is routed using Service ID and returns with a more precise address

• Routing of first packet might be “somewhat” slower than routing of subsequent packets

• Allows services to be resolved to best local provider

• Requires a secondary routing system

• Is this an overlay (like DNS)?
• Are the Service IDs encoded in IPv6 addresses?

• Research questions
• Does this scale?

• Might there be even more services?

• How do the transport protocols handle not knowing the destination IP address?
• Leverage QUIC “late binding”

• Can it be applied to specific limited scenarios?

• Private networks (local or worldwide)
• Multi-access edge computing (MEC)
• Overlay networks (tunnels between Service routers)

[1] OSDI04: CoDNS: Improving DNS Performance and Reliability via Cooperative Lookups

Deployment Considerations
• We have learnt a few things about deploying new stuff in the Internet
• Sub-IP
• Can be done hop-by-hop but requires adjacent nodes to interoperate
• Usually done in islands and can be slow to achieve
• Incentive is operational or commercial

• IP
•
•
•
•

Needs all routers in an administrative domain to be updated
Better if full end-to-end path is upgraded
Remarkably hard to show incentive (just look at IPv6)
May be practical in specialist networks

• End-to-end (application level, or transport)
•
•
•
•

Just update the end points
Old versions continue to be supported (with lower functionality)
Easy to achieve
Incentive is either additional features or bundled in regular release packs

Previous attempts

• I don’t want to defame anyone’s favourite child, but…
• Let’s take an example…
• RSVP and Intserv

• Sophisticated description of the traffic parameters
• Protocol to reserve resources along the path taken by data packets
• Protocol is self-correcting and repairing as routing state changes

• Not widely adopted (although it is used a little)
• Why?
•
•
•
•

Intserv is complex to understand and encode
Impact is limited (basically only queues and buffers)
Application to microflows uses a lot of protocol state
Aggregation of flows is complicated

• We could ask other questions

• How many Diffserv classes are actually deployed, and why?
• Why has it taken so long for IPv6 to get traction?

• Lessons leant

• Innovation has to be complex enough
• But not too complex

• Deployment has to be compelling

• Return on investment
• Open up new services
• More capacity/features on existing platform

Evolution or Revolution?
• Haven’t we been here before?

• Repeating cycle of concern
• Internet will not scale
• We need to do something
• Bandwidth reservation
• IntServ, etc.
• But each time we have addressed concerns with increased capacity at a lower cost
• Why do we think it is different this time?

• Do we try to “fix IP” or do we build a replacement?

• Evolution or revolution?
• Maybe neither, given what we know about deployment and architecture

• But what could we do instead?

• Improve the underlay and the overlay
• New underlay encapsulation (just like we invented MPLS)
• New overlay encapsulation (layer 3.5?)

• We clearly need to spend time thinking!
•
•
•
•

What do we need to achieve and why?
What can research tell us about how networks behave and what effect our proposals would have?
Would changing the Internet architecture be more effective than changing the protocols?
Discussions can be taken to the IETF/IRTF

Questions and Follow-up
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